Introduction
The mechanisms whereby sensory experience can result in changes in emotion and mood have been a topic of intense recent interest in cognitive neuroscience (Allen and Coan, 2007; Borod, 2000; Cacioppo et al., 2007; Dalgleish, 2004; Davidson et al., 2003; Feldman-Barrett et al., 2005) . Much of the interest derives from obtaining a more detailed account of the different components of emotion and their implementation in the brain. At the outset, it is important to acknowledge that there is no unanimous agreement on what the "components" of emotion are, and it is possible to distinguish many different aspects of emotion. Here we follow the framework perhaps most common within cognitive neuroscience, and one we have used in our prior work (Tsuchiya and Adolphs, 2007) , which makes a primary distinction between the conscious experience of an emotion (feeling), its expression (response), and semantic knowledge about it (recognition). The current view in cognitive neuroscience regarding the substrates of the first two is essentially a modern update and correction on William James' earlier views (James, 1884) : feeling (emotion experience) draws upon representations of changes in one's own body (Damasio, 1994; Craig, 2002) , whereas emotional responses (somatic, physiological, and behavioral reactions) can occur in the absence of conscious experiences of the emotion and can in turn form the basis for feelings. Recognition of emotion, the aspect most commonly investigated in experimental psychology and neuroscience, simply asks subjects to decode the meaning of an emotional signal, such as a facial expression or a piece of music, and there are typically multiple strategies available to do so. Here we focus on the first two of these components: feeling emotions (assessed through verbal report), and emotional response (assessed through psychophysiology).
Another source of interest lies in explaining how these different components interact causally. One of the most widely known theories of emotion dates back to the psychologist William James, who argued that seeing a stimulus, such as a bear charging at us, would first trigger emotional responses (increases in sympathetic autonomic activity, increased somatomotor activity, etc. associated with sprinting away from the bear), and that the perception of these changes in internal body states would subsequently form the basis for our conscious experience of the emotion (James, 1884) .
James' theory has been the source of considerable debate, continuing to modern day. A notable resurrection of James' theory is based on the finding that a failure to trigger autonomic responses to emotional contexts is correlated with impaired decision-making and social behavior (Damasio, 1994) , and that there are dedicated afferent channels for conveying somatic visceral information to the brain (Craig, 2002 ). Damasio's "somatic marker hypothesis" (Damasio, 1996) , and International Journal of Psychophysiology 72 (2009) [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] sensory stimuli are processed by primary sensory and association cortices with respect to their meaning, and are then associated specifically with their rewarding or punishing value in ventromedial prefrontal cortex, which serves as a high-level trigger for autonomic emotional responses to such stimuli. The right somatosensory-related cortex, on the other hand, represents changes in body state-including those arising from changes triggered by the ventromedial prefrontal cortex-and as such generates emotional experience. It is important to note that each of these regions encompasses a tightly connected network of structures, and that the entire network is typically compromised by lesions, which typically include subjacent white matter. Thus, there is a limbic-somatosensory network that connects primary and secondary somatosensory cortices with insula and amygdala (Friedman et al., 1986) , and there is a medial prefrontal network that interconnects ventromedial prefrontal cortices, anterior cingulate cortex (Öngür and Price, 2000) , and subcortical structures involved in emotional response (Öngür et al., 1998) .
While we have emphasized the role of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex in autonomic components of emotional response, and right somatosensory-related cortices in emotional experience, many studies have found both these regions to be involved in both aspects of emotion (Adolphs, 2002) . This has left William James' theory of uncertain status: it remains debated, and there is still no unambiguously conclusive evidence to support or refute it. Nonetheless, there have been hints that emotional response and experience can be dissociated. For instance, Keillor et al. (2002) reported a patient who appeared to experience normal emotional feelings despite impaired ability to express emotions due to facial paralysis. Also, there are well documented cases of pathological emotional reactions in the absence of emotional experience (e.g., Parvizi et al., 2001) . Given the evidence to date, we hypothesized that ventromedial prefrontal cortex and right somatosensory-related cortex would be most critical for autonomic responses (an aspect of emotional response) and experience of emotions (feelings), respectively. We examined the role of each brain region for autonomic responses and experience of emotions using music as the emotional stimulus.
Music is one of the most potent and universal stimuli for mood induction, an observation that has not been lost on clinicians who wish to use music therapy with neurologically or psychiatrically ill patients. Yet little is known about the neural substrates of experiencing emotion from music. The majority of studies about neural mechanisms of music processing have focused on perception of specific musical features (such as consonance and dissonance; see reviews in Avanzini et al., 2003; Peretz and Zatorre, 2005) , and fewer studies have begun to focus on the experience of emotions from music (e.g., Blood and Zatorre, 2001; see Peretz, 2001 for review and discussion).
The present study extends previous research by using the lesion method to investigate how the brain processes emotional experiences from music, including both autonomic responses and subjective feelings. We asked neurological patients with focal brain lesions, as well as healthy comparison participants, to listen to music clips designed to evoke strong emotions. We first validated the efficacy of our stimuli in healthy participants, and then tested the emotion processing ability of neurological groups in an experiment that probed perception (hearing), recognition of emotion, autonomic responses to emotionally-laden music stimuli (skin-conductance responses), and subjective feelings from music. The specific predictions from the overall hypothesis were as follows: (1) Patients with ventromedial prefrontal cortex lesions would have impaired (i.e. reduced) autonomic responses to emotional music, but would have normal subjective reports of emotional experience induced by music; (2) Patients with right somatosensory cortex lesions would have impaired (i.e. reduced) subjective reports of emotional experience induced by music, but would have normal autonomic responses to emotional music. In summary, we predicted a double dissociation for both autonomic responses to emotional music and subjective experience of emotional music.
Method

Participants
We tested two groups of neurological patients with focal brain lesions, selected from the Cognitive Neuroscience Patient Registry at the University of Iowa so as to test the predictions outlined in the Introduction: 10 patients with damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), and 15 patients with damage to right somatosensory cortex (RSS). The patient groups were compared to a neurologically and psychiatrically healthy normal comparison group (NC, N= 20) . The lesions in the patient groups had the following causes: VMPFC: surgical treatment of anterior communicating artery aneurysm rupture (5), benign tumor resection (5); RSS: cerebrovascular accident (11), benign tumor resection (4). For inclusion in the study, lesion participants had to have a focal, stable, acquired lesion, available neuroanatomical data to confirm lesion location, and no other history of neurological or psychiatric disease. Exclusionary criteria were previous professional musical experience or significant musical training (e.g., involvement in music lessons or organizations since childhood and formal music courses in college), scores above 20 (moderate depressive symptoms) on the Beck Depression Inventory-II (Beck et al., 1996) , or if participants could not hear the stimuli based either on self-report or measured hearing loss greater than 55 dB averaged across frequencies. Hearing was assessed by presenting pure tones at intervals between 250 and 8000 Hz to participants separately to each ear through headphones using a Grason-Stadler, Inc (GSI) 17 Audiometer. The lowest sound pressure level at which participants could detect each frequency was recorded, and the mean hearing threshold was calculated by averaging responses to all frequencies across both ears.
Seven participants did not show skin-conductance responses to control stimuli (they failed to show the conventional change of at least 0.05 μS, as described in Dawson et al., 2000) and were omitted from skin-conductance analyses (3 NC, 2 VMPFC, 1 RSS). Three participants were consistent outliers on skin conductance (values greater than 2 standard deviations above the group mean during the baseline condition or during more than half of the music clips) and were excluded from further analyses (1 VMPFC, 2 RSS). These outlier values appeared to be caused by movement artifact.
Both healthy and neurological participants were recruited from extant Registries maintained in the Department of Neurology at the University of Iowa. For the neurological participants, this was the Patient Registry noted above; for the healthy participants it was a similar registry for healthy comparison subjects. All participants gave informed consent for participation in the research in accord with Institutional and Federal guidelines.
Measures and procedure
Music stimuli
Emotional music clips were selected from film soundtracks because this music is often composed or selected to produce emotions and uses musical conventions that reliably and rapidly elicit specific emotional responses (Cohen, 2001; Gorbman, 1987 ). An initial set of 40 music clips was selected that had no lyrics and had musical features consistent with specific emotions (e.g., major mode and fast tempo for happy music). The original emotion categories selected for the music clips were happiness, sadness, anger, and fear, because these are widely considered basic emotions (e.g., Ekman, 1999) and have been used as emotion categories in a previous study that used music as an emotional stimulus in our laboratory (Gottselig, 2001) . Anger was later excluded as an emotion category due to the non-specific responses participants provided (the original "angry" clips were frequently rated as both eliciting anger and fear).
A sample of 131 undergraduate participants (75% female) rated these initial 40 clips, and we selected the 12 clips (4 happy, 4 sad, and 4 fearful) with the highest mean intensity and least variability in the ratings (further details in doctoral dissertation, Johnsen, 2004; see Table 1 ). For the present study, these music clips were recorded from compact discs and digitized on a Macintosh computer at a 44,100 Hz sampling rate using SoundEdit16.
Skin conductance
Skin conductance was chosen as a primary psychophysiology dependent variable, given previous evidence of reliable skin conductance changes in response to music (Gomez and Danuser, 2004; Khalfa et al., 2002; Krumhansl, 1997) . The specific dependent measure used in this study was skin-conductance area under the curve. Ag-AgCl electrodes were attached to the thenar and hypothenar areas on the palm of the non-dominant hand as described previously (Tranel and Damasio, 1994) . A multichannel polygraph was used to collect skin-conductance data at 1 kHz and data were subsequently analyzed using the AcqKnowledge MP100WS system (BIOPAC Systems, Inc.). After sitting quietly for a few minutes, baseline resting skin-conductance measurements were recorded. Evoked skin-conductance responses were then measured to two control stimuli: orienting responses (elicited by the subject taking a deep breath) and responses evoked by emotionally neutral auditory stimuli (an ascending and descending tone sequence that lasted 1 min and was presented through headphones). The auditory tones were used as the baseline for later group comparisons.
Musical emotion ratings
Music clips were presented through Bose noise canceling headphones using a Macintosh computer. Three sample music clips were played to allow participants to become accustomed to the procedure. They were given the opportunity to ask questions, and then the music task began. The 12 target music clips were presented in a fixed randomized order (see Table 1 ) at a fixed volume level that pilot participants (similar in age to the patient sample) had indicated was comfortable. All participants found this level to be comfortable and comparable to that at which they would normally listen to music. Participants were seated in a comfortable chair facing away from the investigator, who monitored the psychophysiology equipment throughout the session. Participants were given the following information about the study: "This is a research study that looks at how the brain processes emotion from music. In this study you will first complete some questionnaires and then we'll be doing a hearing test. After this, I'll attach some sensors to you that measure physical responses and you'll spend most of the session listening to music clips and providing ratings about your emotional responses." Participants completed a questionnaire immediately following each music clip that assessed feelings of happiness, sadness, and fear in response to the music on a scale from 0 "not at all (happy, sad, fearful)" to 9 "very (happy, sad, fearful)." Participants were specifically instructed to rate how they themselves felt from listening to the music. The derived measures from these data included mean experienced emotional intensity for the intended emotion, and specificity of experienced emotion (mean ratings of the 2 non-intended emotions subtracted from the rating for the intended emotion). As a measurement of the cognitive ability to recognize emotion signaled by music, participants were asked to categorically select the one word (happy, sad, fear, or neutral) that best reflected what emotion they believed the music was intended to express, regardless of how they felt during the music. The questionnaire took approximately 1 min to complete and the next clip was presented immediately thereafter.
Background information
The Beck Depression Inventory-II was administered and participants with significant current depression were excluded as noted above. Musical background was assessed through questions about any professional musical experience, music education background, and participation in musical organizations in high school, college, and in the community. A background questionnaire was given to the normal comparison group to gather demographic information, including age, sex, race, handedness, and education. This information was already available for participants in the lesion groups due to their previous participation in other studies within the same laboratory.
Statistical analyses 2.3.1. Background variables
Group differences in demographic variables, mood, and musical background were assessed using one-way ANOVAs for continuous variables (e.g., age, education) and chi square analyses for categorical variables (e.g., sex). To verify the efficacy of our selected stimuli, paired ttests assessed whether the normal comparison group provided ratings in the expected direction for music with different intended emotions.
Psychophysiology
AcqKnowledge 3.7 software was used for post-acquisition mathematical transformations. Data were detrended (corrected for direct current drift), smoothed with a median filter to eliminate highfrequency noise, and area under the curve (AUC) was calculated as the positive time integral of the response amplitude, per minute. Pairedsample t-tests analyzed whether skin-conductance area under the curve was higher during music in each emotion category (happy, sad, and fear) in comparison to skin-conductance AUC during the neutral baseline tones condition.
Emotion recognition
The cognitive task that asked participants to categorize the intended emotion in the music was analyzed by using non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests to assess group differences in number of "correct" responses per musical emotion (ranging from 0 to 4 correct responses per emotion category). Non-parametric tests were used because the responses were not normally distributed.
Intensity and specificity of experienced emotion ratings
Repeated measure ANOVAs tested differences between the normal comparison group and brain lesion groups for 1) ratings of experienced emotional intensity on the intended emotion, and 2) specificity of the ratings (2 non-intended emotions subtracted from the intended emotion). Group (NC, VMPFC, RSS) functioned as a between-subjects variable and emotion of music (happy, sad, and fear) was a withinsubjects variable. Follow-up simple effects comparisons were used to understand differences across group and emotion category (nonBonferroni adjusted p values are reported). The NC and VMPFC groups were later combined due to a similar pattern of responses and these groups combined were compared with the RSS group using the repeated measure ANOVA described above.
Effect sizes and confidence intervals were calculated for the difference between the combined NC/VMPFC group and RSS group on happy, sad, and fearful music, as well as ratings when all three emotion categories were combined. The effect size statistic used was Cohen's d, in which the means of the two groups were subtracted from each other and this number was divided by the pooled standard deviation. As specified by Cohen (Cohen, 1988) , the effect sizes were considered to be small at d =.20, medium at d = .50, and large at d = .80. The confidence intervals were visually inspected and possible group differences were supported when the range of differences between the groups did not include zero. Presentation of effect sizes and confidence intervals was also helpful in addressing questions that arise in connection with the relatively small group sample sizes, which can contribute to low statistical power.
Skin-conductance area under the curve (SC AUC)
A univariate ANOVA compared skin-conductance AUC during the neutral tones condition across the NC, VMPFC, and RSS groups to confirm that the groups did not have significant baseline differences in skin conductance. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare skin-conductance AUC across groups during the music, with group (NC, VMPFC, and RSS) as a between-subjects variable and emotion of music (happy, sad, and fear) as a within-subjects variable. Caution is needed in interpretation of the within-subject effects (emotion) due to the fixed order of clip presentation, although the within-subjects effects were not a primary focus of this study. Follow-up simple effects comparisons were used to understand differences across group and emotion category (non-Bonferroni adjusted p values are reported). The NC and RSS groups were combined due to a similar pattern of responses and these groups combined were compared with the VMPFC group using the repeated measure ANOVA described above.
Because there were large differences between the standard deviations of the NC/RSS group and VMPFC group and the homogeneity of variance assumption for ANOVA was violated, non-parametric KruskalWallis analyses were also used to test for differences between the NC/ RSS group and VMPFC group. Effect sizes and confidence intervals were calculated to assist in understanding patterns of differences between the NC/RSS and VMPFC groups for SC AUC responses to happy, sad, and fearful music, as well as SC AUC responses to the music combined across all three emotion categories. Table 2 presents demographic information for the NC and lesion groups. There were no significant differences across groups in age, sex, race, handedness, time since lesion onset for the two lesion groups, hearing threshold, or musical experience. A significant group difference was found for education (F (2, 42) = 3.71, p = .03), with a higher level of education in the NC group relative to both the VMPFC and the RSS groups (p's b .05). A significant group difference was also found for depression (F (2, 42) = 3.53, p = .04), with the RSS group showing a higher score on the Beck Depression Inventory-II compared to the NC group (p = .01). No significant correlations were found between the study dependent variables (emotion ratings and psychophysiology) and education or between the dependent variables and depressive symptoms, so these variables were not included as covariates in the primary study analyses.
Results
Baseline variables
Efficacy and specificity of the stimuli
Paired-sample t-tests explored whether the NC participants provided emotional experience ratings that were consistent with the intended emotion of the music. For clips selected to elicit happiness, happy ratings were significantly higher than both sad (t (19) = 13.19, p b .001) and fearful ratings (t(19) = 14.59, p b .001). Sad ratings for music intended to elicit sadness were significantly higher than happy (t(19) = 3.50, p = .002) and fear (t(19) = 6.87, p b .001) ratings. For fearful clips, ratings of fear were significantly higher than intensity ratings of happiness (t(19) = 6.07, p b .001) and sadness (t(19) = 8.02, p b .001). Therefore, the clips selected were specific to the intended emotion. Fig. 1 shows the ratings of experienced emotion intensity for NC participants.
Normal comparison participants showed higher SC AUC during emotional music compared to SC AUC during the baseline tones. Pairedsample t-tests found significant increases in skin-conductance AUC compared to baseline during happy (t(16) = −5.75, p b .001), sad (t(16) = −4.84, p b .001), and fearful music (t(16)= −4.66, p b .001) in the NC group. The amount of increase from baseline did not differ between happy, sad, and fearful music (p'sN.13), indicating that there were similar levels of psychophysiological arousal on this measure across musical emotion categories. Overall, the rating and skin-conductance results indicate that the music stimuli were effective in eliciting the intended emotion in healthy listeners, concomitant with eliciting emotional arousal. Fig. 2 shows the number of music clips (out of 4 per emotion category) for which the NC, VMPFC, and RSS groups correctly recognized the intended emotion. No significant differences were found between the NC and VMPFC groups in ability to recognize the intended emotion in the music (Happy: Χ (1) = .34, p = .56). There were also no significant differences between the NC and RSS group in the ability to recognize the intended emotion for the music clips (Happy: Χ (1) = 2.93, p=.09). Therefore, lesions to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and right somatosensory cortex did not appear to substantially interfere with the ability to recognize emotion in this set of music clips, at a cognitive level. Fig. 3 depicts ratings of the intensity of emotional experience, as a function of group and emotion category. A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on this measure with group as a between-subjects variable and emotion as a within-subjects variable. A significant emotion main effect was found (F (2, 41) = 22.95, p b .001), with followup comparisons showing that emotion intensity ratings were higher Fig. 1 . Validation of the stimuli. Mean ratings (+SE) from the normal comparison group are shown for experienced happiness (black), sadness (dark gray), and fear (light gray), for each clip intended to convey these emotions (as indicated on the x-axis). For all clips, the ratings for the intended emotion were much higher than ratings of the other (non-intended) emotions.
Recognizing the intended emotion
Intensity of emotional experience
for happy clips than for both sad (pb .001) and fearful (p=.008) clips. Emotion intensity ratings were higher for fearful clips than sad clips (pb .001). The group main effect was not statistically significant (F (2, 42)= 2.23, p= .12), indicating that the ratings across all emotion categories combined did not differ substantially among the three groups. Planned follow-up pairwise comparisons found that the RSS group provided lower Fig. 2 . Recognizing the Intended Emotion. Mean number of clips (out of a maximal 4; +SE) correctly recognized, plotted for the three subject groups, NC (black), VMPFC (dark gray), and RSS (light gray). The three groups were comparable for all three emotions. Fig. 3 . Experience of emotion. Mean ratings of the intensity of experienced emotion (+SE), plotted for happy, sad, fearful, and combined music selections as a function of subject group (NC, black; VMPFC, dark gray; RSS, light gray). The NC and VMPFC groups were very comparable, while the RSS group consistently reported lower experience of emotion, for all three emotion types.
ratings than the NC and VMPFC groups at marginal significance levels (p=.07, p= .09, respectively) and the NC and VMPFC groups did not differ in emotion intensity ratings (p=.87). The group by emotion interaction was not significant (F (4, 82)= .43, p= .78), indicating that groups did not differ in patterns of ratings across emotion categories. Due to the similarity of ratings between the NC and VMPFC groups, these groups were collapsed and then compared together with the RSS group using the ANOVA previously described. This group main effect was statistically significant (F (1, 43) = 4.53, p = .04), with the RSS group showing significantly lower ratings of experienced emotion intensity for the emotional music across the combined emotion categories compared to the NC/VMPFC group. The group by emotion interaction was not significant (F (2, 42) = .30, p = .74), indicating no difference in patterns of ratings based on emotion category (happy, sad, fear). Table 3 provides effect sizes and confidence intervals of the difference between the NC/VMPFC group and RSS group on emotional intensity ratings. The effect sizes for the ratings combined across all emotion categories and for happy clips were medium to large, and the effect sizes for sad and fearful music were medium. The confidence intervals for the differences in ratings did not contain zero for happy music or the music combined across emotions. Therefore, an inspection of effect sizes is consistent with a pattern of lower emotional experience ratings across emotion categories in the RSS group and lower ratings for happy music, relative to the NC and VMPFC groups combined. Fig. 4 depicts specificity of emotion ratings as a function of group and emotion category. A repeated measures ANOVA with emotion as a within-subjects variable and group as a between-subjects variable found a significant emotion main effect (F (2, 41) = 34.77, p = .00), and follow-up pairwise comparisons found that participants provided higher ratings on the intended emotion and lower ratings on the nonintended emotion for happy music in comparison to both sad and fearful music (p's b .001). The participants provided more specific ratings of fearful clips (higher on the intended emotion, lower on the two non-intended emotions) in comparison to sad music (p = .04), which was the least specifically rated musical emotion. The group main effect was not statistically significant (F (2, 42) = 1.93, p = .16), indicating that the ratings across all emotion categories combined did not differ substantially between the NC and lesion groups. Planned follow-up pairwise comparisons found that the RSS group provided marginally less specific ratings of the musical emotion relative to the NC group (p = .06). No significant differences were found in the specificity of emotion ratings between the NC and VMPFC groups (p = .77) or between the RSS and VMPFC groups (p = .19).
Specificity of emotion ratings
In parallel to the intensity of emotional experience rating analyses above, the NC/VMPFC groups were collapsed to investigate differences from the RSS group in specificity of emotion ratings. A marginally significant group main effect (F (1, 43) = 3.85, p = .06) suggested a trend for the RSS group to provide less specific ratings of emotion across all emotion categories relative to the NC/VMPFC group. The group by emotion interaction was not significant (F (2, 42) = .37, p = .69), indicating no difference in patterns of ratings across emotion categories between groups. Note: negative effect size values are in the hypothesized direction (RSS group has a lower score than the NC/VMPFC group). CI = confidence interval. Sample sizes are given for combined NC + VMPFC groups, and then for the RSS group. Fig. 4 . Specificity of emotion ratings. Mean specificity (+SE), calculated as the intensity on the intended emotion minus the mean intensity on the two unintended emotions for a given clip, plotted as a function of emotion type and subject group (NC, black; VMPFC, dark gray; RSS, light gray). As for the experience of emotion shown in Fig. 3 , the NC and VMPFC groups were comparable in their specificity ratings, whereas the RSS group was consistently lower. Table 4 provides effect sizes and confidence intervals of the difference between the NC/VMPFC group and RSS group on specificity of emotion ratings. The effect size for specificity of emotion ratings following happy music was large and the effect size for specificity of emotion ratings for the clips combined across emotion categories was medium, which was consistent with less specific emotion ratings by the RSS group relative to the NC/VMPFC group. The effect sizes for sad and fearful music were small to medium, and in the same direction, with the RSS group showing less specific ratings relative to the NC/ VMPFC group. The confidence interval for the differences between groups on happy music did not include zero, which supported less specific ratings on happy music by the RSS group relative to the other groups combined.
Psychophysiological responses to emotional music
Fig. 5 depicts skin-conductance area under the curve (SC AUC), presented as a function of group and condition (tones, happy, sad, fearful, and all musical emotions combined). For the neutral tones condition, there was no significant group main effect (F (2, 33) = .32, p = .73), indicating that the lesion groups and NC group showed similar baseline levels of psychophysiological response to a neutral, orienting stimulus.
A repeated measures ANOVA, with emotion as a within-subjects variable and group as a between-subjects variable, found a significant main effect for emotion (F (2, 32) = 3.22, p = .05), and follow-up comparisons found that SC AUC was lower for fearful than happy music (p =.05) and marginally lower for fearful than for sad music (p = .06). No significant difference was found between SC for happy vs. sad music (p = .99). The group main effect for SC AUC was not statistically significant (F (2, 33) = 1.78, p = .19), indicating that the autonomic response across all emotion categories combined did not differ substantially between the three groups. Planned pairwise comparisons showed that the VMPFC group had marginally lower SC AUC than the RSS group across musical emotion categories combined (p = .08). Although visual inspection showed lower SC AUC in the VMPFC group relative to the NC group, the difference was not statistically significant (p = .12). No significant difference was found in SC AUC between the NC and RSS group (p = .71). The group by emotion interaction was not significant (F (4, 64) = 1.44, p = .23), indicating no pattern of differences between groups in psychophysiological arousal across specific musical emotion categories.
Due to no significant differences in SC AUC, the NC and RSS groups were collapsed into a single group and then compared with the VMPFC group. The previous ANOVA was repeated with these revised groups. A marginally significant main effect was found for group (F (1, 34) = 3.50, p = .07), which was consistent with lower SC AUC in the VMPFC group relative to the NC/RSS group. The group by emotion interaction was not significant (F (2, 33) = .55, p = .58), indicating no differences in pattern of psychophysiological arousal across musical emotion categories.
Due to some violation of the homogeneity of variance ANOVA assumption, non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis analyses were also conducted to compare the NC/RSS group with the VMPFC group. The VMPFC group had significantly lower SC AUC during happy (Χ Note: negative effect size values are in the hypothesized direction (RSS group has a lower score than the NC/VMPFC group). CI = confidence interval. Fig. 5 . Skin-conductance response to music. skin-conductance area under the curve per Minute (+SE) for happy, sad, fearful, and combined music selections, as a function of subject group (NC, black; VMPFC, dark gray; RSS, light gray). The pattern was the reverse of the experience of emotion findings reported in Fig. 3 ; specifically, the NC and RSS groups were very comparable, while the VMPFC group consistently produced lower skin-conductance responses to the emotional music clips, for all three emotion types. The groups were comparable for the baseline neutral tones. Table 5 provides effect sizes and confidence intervals of differences between the NC/RSS group and VMPFC group in SC AUC. The effect sizes for differences between the groups were at least medium for happy, sad, and fearful music and for the music clips combined across emotions. All the confidence intervals for the differences in SC AUC between the groups included zero, which is likely due to the high amount of variability in this measure. Overall, the effect sizes suggest lower skin conductance in the VMPFC group relative to the NC and RSS groups.
Discussion
The present study provides further insight into the emotion components subserved by distinct cortical sites, and adds a valuable datapoint to the literature on the neuroscience of processing emotion from music. Our two main emotion components of interest were autonomic response and emotion experience, and our two neuroanatomical sites of interest were the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and right somatosensory cortices. We had hypothesized that the two emotion components would map onto the two brain regions, respectively, but in a dissociable fashion.
Our basic hypothesis was supported by the data, albeit with some caveats that we discuss further below. To summarize:
1. Our stimuli were effective in eliciting both reliable autonomic responses and emotional experience in healthy individuals. 2. Lesions to the VMPFC disproportionately impaired autonomic responses, while leaving emotional experience relatively unaffected. 3. Lesions to the RSS disproportionately impaired emotional experience, while leaving autonomic response relatively unaffected.
Taken together, the pattern of findings provides support for the idea that autonomic response and emotional experience can be dissociated, and that each can occur despite impairment of the other. Moreover, the mapping of emotion component to brain region is what one would expect, and what we hypothesized, given what is known about the function of the two brain structures that we investigated. These data show, at a minimum, that disruption (but not abolition) of autonomic responses does not necessarily disrupt emotional experience. Thus, the data argue against at least the strongest version of William James' original idea, that bodily emotional reactions are required for emotional experience. It is important to note that the data do not, and could not, argue against weaker and broader versions of James' theory (e.g., Damasio, 1999) , since we did not assess all components of emotional response (we only measured skin-conductance response, a specific aspect of sympathetic autonomic arousal), and since we did not measure all aspects of emotional experience (for instance, it is possible that simply asking people to rate their experience is an insufficiently sensitive measure of feelings). These limitations are well known, present in most studies to date, and remain a key reason why James' theory (broadly construed) is difficult to refute or confirm decisively.
The statistical analysis of our study was constrained in several respects, largely due to small sample sizes that are often a factor in lesion studies in humans. In addition to significance tests, we also provided effect sizes and confidence intervals in the tables, which characterize the patterns in the data more objectively and allow readers to evaluate the effects for themselves. Our basic statistical tests consisted of a two-step approach: we first asked whether any of the lesion groups was normal on a given measure (i.e., did not differ, even at trend level, from the normal comparison group); if so, we collapsed that lesion group and the normal comparison group, effectively creating a new group with a larger sample size. We then contrasted this new group against the remaining lesion group. In each case, this remaining lesion group had initially already shown a difference from both the normal comparison group as well as the other (normal-performing) lesion group, but that difference remained at a trend level. The subsequent contrast of the impaired lesion group against the pooled group then provided greater statistical power, and achieved a lower statistical threshold (more significance). We believe this more exploratory approach to the analysis of our data in fact characterizes the patterns that we found, without penalizing for the small samples and large variances encountered in lesion studies. The tables and the figures summarize the actual data, and provide material that can be used in future studies for comparison purposes or for metaanalysis. Future studies could no doubt improve upon statistical power issues through simply increasing sample sizes, both for the lesion patients (where available) and also for the healthy comparison subjects.
In addition to its implications for understanding the neural basis of emotion processing, and in particular the causal relationship of components in such processing, as we have noted above, our study is of interest in its use of music, given increased empirical attention to the biological foundations of music (e.g., Zatorre and Peretz, 2001; Avanzini et al., 2003 Avanzini et al., , 2006 . Although most previous studies have focused on music perception abilities (e.g., detection of pitch), there has been increased interest in how the brain processes musical emotion, as music appears to be a "language of emotion" across cultures Damasio, 1977, p. 142, Storr, 1992 ). While we believe that music is a particularly well-suited stimulus for investigating the two components of emotion we examined in our study (psychophysiological response and feeling), we would expect other classes of emotional stimuli, such as films or non-musical emotional sounds, to produce a similar pattern with respect to our target neural regions.
Many lesion studies of emotion from music have focused on the ability to detect what emotion a piece of music is intended to convey, rather than on actual emotional experiences in the listener (Gosselin et al., 2005 (Gosselin et al., , 2007 Gottselig, 2001; Kinsella et al., 1990; Peretz and Gagnon, 1999; Peretz et al., 1998) . Several of these studies have found relatively intact judgment of emotion in music. However, there has been evidence of more selective impairment in detecting fear associated with focal lesions to the unilateral (Gosselin et al., 2005) and bilateral amygdala (Gosselin et al., 2007) in participants with normal general music perception abilities. These findings are consistent with existing studies on the role of the amygdala in recognizing fear in faces (see review in Adolphs, 2002 ).
An increasing body of neuroimaging research has begun to investigate how the normal brain responds to emotional experiences from music. For example, Blood and Zatorre (2001) used participantselected music that consistently produced "shivers down the spine" or "chills" and found cerebral blood flow changes in brain regions thought to be associated with reward/motivation (ventral striatum, midbrain, amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex, and ventral medial prefrontal cortex) as intensity of reported chills increased. Music has been used to enhance emotional feelings in response to other stimuli such as affective pictures, and the addition of music has been associated with increased activation in structures involved in emotion processing such as limbic and prefrontal regions (Eldar et al., 2007; Baumgartner et al., 2006) .
A final point of interest from our study is the preservation of the ability to recognize the intended emotion from music, in all subject groups. Previous lesion studies have found relatively normal ability to detect emotion in music (Gottselig, 2001) , including preserved emotion recognition following damage to right hemisphere (Kinsella et al., 1990 ), with the possible exception of the amygdala's role in fear recognition noted above. Moreover, intact ability to recognize the emotion conveyed by music can persist even when other aspects of music perception are severely impaired (Peretz et al.,1998) . These findings are consistent with the ones of our present study. Together, they provide suggestive evidence for dissociation with respect to yet a third component of emotion processing: Not only can autonomic response and emotional experience be dissociated, but they appear to each be dissociable from cognitive recognition of the intended emotion. These dissociations are of value also for clinicians interested in music as therapy. They suggest that patients who do not show normal responses or arousal to music may still experience emotions from music, and that even when arousal or experience are compromised, music can be used for the social communication of mood and emotion.
